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Summary


Tell me, doctor
Where are we going this time?
Is this the fifties?
Or nineteen-ninety-nine?
– “Huey Lewis and The News”



I shall not today attempt further to define the
kinds of material I understand to be embraced
within that shorthand description; and perhaps
I could never succeed in intelligibly doing so.
But I know it when I see it, … [Emphasis
added.]”
– Justice Potter Stewart, concurring opinion in
Jacobellis v. Ohio 378 U.S. 184 (1964),
regarding possible obscenity in The Lovers.

www.mwe.com
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The Prequel
 Gottschalk

 Parker

v. Benson, 409 U.S. 63 (1972)

vv. Flook 437 U
U.S.
S 584 (1978)

 Diamond

v. Dieher 450 U.S. 175 (1981)

 State

Street Bank& Trust Co. v. Signature Financial Group Inc. 149
F.3d 1368 (1998)

www.mwe.com
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Benson – The Good
 Algorithm

to convert binary-coded
decimal numbers into pure binary
code

 Is

this a process?

 Held

to be an “abstract idea”

 Allowing

a patent would “wholly
pre-empt”
t” the
th use off the
th formula.
f
l

www.mwe.com
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Flook – The Good
 Directed

to monitoring the
conditions during the catalytic
conversion process

 Unlike

Benson, the claim was
limited to specific uses within a
specific industry

 Post-solution

activity can bring
something unpatentable into the
realm of patentability

www.mwe.com
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Diehr – The Bad?
 Directed

toward a new process for
curing rubber into cured precision
products

 Allows

for the patenting of an
application of certain generally
unpatentable subject matter

 Important

to consider the invention
as a whole

www.mwe.com
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State Street Bank – The Ugly?


The claims of the patent are to a data
processing system
– Important piece of information to remember
– “A data p
processing
g system
y
for managing
g ga
financial services configuration of a portfolio
established as a partnership, each partner being
one of a plurality of funds, comprising:”



The birth of the “useful, concrete and
tangible result”



The CAFC it unnecessary to carve out a
new exception to the principle that
"anything under the sun made by man is
patentable“
– See Diamond vv. Chakrabarty
Chakrabarty, 447 U
U.S.
S
303 (1980)

www.mwe.com
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In re Bilski 545 F.3d 943 (Fed Cir 2008)
 Technology

related to hedging risk
in the field of commodities trading.

 The

claim is not limited to
transactions involving actual
commodities.

 The

claim could involve options.

www.mwe.com
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In re Bilski 545 F.3d 943 (Fed Cir 2008)
 The

CAFC thinks that few things
today fall into Diehr or Benson type
bins.

 The

Court announces that: A
claimed process is surely patent
eligible under § 101 if:
– (1) it is tied to a particular machine
or apparatus,
pp
, or
– (2) it transforms a particular article
into a different.

www.mwe.com
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In re Bilski 545 F.3d 943 (Fed Cir 2008)
 Field-of-Use

limitations can not
circumvent that purpose of 101
jurisprudence.

 Also,

insignificant post-solution
activity can not transform an
unpatentable principle into a
patentable process

www.mwe.com
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In re Bilski 545 F.3d 943 (Fed Cir 2008)
 “Freeman–Walter–Abele”

– (1) determine whether the claim
recites an ‘‘algorithm’’ within the
meaning of Benson,
Benson then
– (2) determining whether that
algorithm is ‘‘applied in any manner
to physical elements or process
steps””
 ‘‘useful,

concrete and tangible

result
result’’
 “Technological

www.mwe.com

Arts”
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In re Bilski 545 F.3d 943 (Fed Cir 2008)
 Machine

not at issue

– Applicants admitted
 “We

leave to future cases the
elaboration of the precise contours
of machine implementation, as well
as the answers to particular
questions, such as whether or
when recitation of a computer
suffices to tie a process claim to a
particular machine.” Bilski at 962.

www.mwe.com
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In re Bilski 545 F.3d 943 (Fed Cir 2008)
 Transformation

prong

– Transformation MUST be of an
“article”
– Physical / tangible things
– Data that represents
p
p
physical
y
and
tangible objects.
 Data

gathering is not a
t
transformation
f
ti

www.mwe.com
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The Sequel – Bilski v. Kappos

www.mwe.com
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The Cast

www.mwe.com
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The Sequel – Bilski v. Kappos
 Divided

Court – yet oddly in agreement on the main issue

– Everyone seems to agree that Bilski’s claims are directed to an abstract
idea – and thus NOT PATENTABLE
– The real division appears to be whether business methods can ever be
patentable
•

On the side of “possibly” we have Kennedy; Thomas; Roberts; and Alito

•

On the side of “no” we have Stevens; Ginsburg; Breyer*; and Sotomayor
– Breyer writes separately to “highlight the agreement among the many Members of the
Court on many of the fundamental issues of patent law raised by this case”

•

www.mwe.com

Scalia – joins most of Kennedy and part of Breyer – not sure what side he is on
with respect to business methods

20

The Sequel – Opinion of the Court
 Focuses

on the words of the statute
- 35 U.S.C.§ 101
–
–
–
–

Process
Machine
Manufacture
Composition of matter

 What

is a process?

– 35 U.S.C.§ 100(b): “process, art, or
method
et od and
a d includes
c udes a new
e use o
of a
known process, machine,
manufacture, composition of matter,
or material”

www.mwe.com
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The Sequel – Opinion of the Court
 Highlights

the three exceptions

– Laws of nature
– Physical phenomena
– Abstract ideas
 101

is merely a gatekeeper

– “merely a threshold test”

www.mwe.com
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The Sequel – Opinion of the Court
 The

“Machine or Transform Test”

– Recall the Federal Circuit claimed this was the sole test for determining
g 101
eligibility for process
– That is not the case
•

cautions on reading limitations into the statue that aren’t there.

– When doing statutory construction – the words should be given their ordinary,
contemporary, common meaning.
– Making the Machine or Transform Test exclusive would violate these principles

www.mwe.com
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The Sequel – Opinion of the Court
 The

“Machine or Transform Test”

– Appears to very concerned with the changing times when compared with
the time of when the machine or transform test originated.
– Gives the appearance
pp
the “software” is 101 eligible
g
•

“until recent times ‘well-established principles of patent law probably would have
prevented the issuance of a valid patent on almost any conceivable computer’”
See Bilski at 8.

– “There are reasons to doubt whether the test should be the sole criterion
for determining the patentability of inventions in the Information Age.”
See Bilski at 9.
www.mwe.com
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The Sequel – Opinion of the Court
 The

“Machine or Transform Test”

– “It
It is important to emphasize that the Court today is not commenting on
the patentability of any particular invention, let alone holding that any of
the above-mentioned technologies from the Information Age should or
should not receive patent protection. This Age puts the possibility of
i
innovation
ti iin th
the hands
h d off more people
l and
d raises
i
new diffi
difficulties
lti ffor th
the
patent law. With ever more people trying to innovate and thus seeking
patent protections for their inventions, the patent law faces a great
challenge
g in striking
g the balance between p
protecting
g inventors and not
granting monopolies over procedures that others would discover by
independent, creative application of general principles. Nothing in this
opinion should be read to take a position on where that balance ought to
be struck
struck.” See pages 9
9-10
10
www.mwe.com
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The Sequel – Opinion of the Court
 Exclusion

of all “business methods”

– Focuses on the definition in 100(b) and Webster’s
Webster s from 1954
•

No exclusion found in either

– Uses 35 U.S.C. § 273(b)(1)
( )( ) – Prior Use defense
•

For this defense alone – method is defined as “a method of doing or conducting
business” See 35 U.S.C. § 273(a)(3)

– Holding Business Methods categorically unpatentable would render 273
section meaningless

www.mwe.com
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The Sequel – Opinion of the Court
 Exclusion

of all “business methods”

– Just because business methods weren’t
weren t patented a lot before if no reason
to exclude them now.
– The other sections of Patent law can provide a high
g bar for these types
y
of
patents.
•

www.mwe.com
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The Sequel – Opinion of the Court
 The

Conclusion

– The claims seek to protect both the concept of hedging risk and the application of
that concept to the energy markets.
– Citing Benson, Flook, and Diehr – the Court reasons this is an abstract idea.
Granting protection would pre-empt it use in all fields.
 The

DISCLAIMER

– The are not defining what a “process” is, because there it no need to do so in this
case.
– Nothing is an endorsement of any CAFC test used in the past
•

No State Street – “useful, concrete, tangible result”

– Feel free to try again, though.
www.mwe.com
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The Sequel – Stevens’ Concurrence
 “I

would restore the patent law to its
historical and constitutional
moorings.” See page 1 of Concurrence

 Agrees

that the machine or
transform test is not the sole test.

 Disagrees

that any series of steps
is not an abstract idea or law of
nature

 Would

have held that business
methods are not patentable.

www.mwe.com
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The Sequel – Stevens’ Concurrence
 Doesn’t

like how the Patent Act was read in terms of “lay speakers”
use the terms in the Act

 Thinks

Kennedy’s opinion uses some language that is inconsistent
with the Court’s reliance on the machine or transform test for clues to
patentability

 Was

not impressed with how Kennedy concluded that “hedging” was
an abstract idea – wanted more analysis.
analysis
– “The Court essentially asserts its conclusion that petitioners’ application claims an
abstract idea. This mode of analysis (or lack thereof) may have led to the correct
outcome in this case, but it also means that the Court’s musings on this issue
stand
t d ffor very little.”
littl ” See
S C
Concurrence att Page
P
9.
9

www.mwe.com
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The Sequel – Stevens’ Concurrence


Stevens walks through the history of
Patent Law
– “As I read the history, it strongly supports
the conclusion that a method of doing
business is not a ‘process’ under §101.”
See Concurrence at page 15.



Where he does find “business methods”
he dismisses them for other reasons
– Banking and Lottery patents



Determines that “business”
business was never
considered a “useful art”

www.mwe.com
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The Sequel – Stevens’ Concurrence


Dispenses the “Anything Under the Sun”
myth
– “The full sentence in the Committee
Reports reads: “A
A person may have
‘invented’ a machine or a manufacture,
which may include anything under the
sun that is made by man, but it is not
necessarily patentable under section 101
unless
nless the conditions of [this] title are
fulfilled.” S. Rep. 1979, at 5; H. R. Rep.
1923, at 6. See Concurrence at page 31



If anything
anything, what was unpatentable
before remained unpatentable.

www.mwe.com
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The Sequel – Stevens’ Concurrence


The conclusion
– “while I concur in the judgment, I strongly
disagree with the Court’s disposition of
this case.”

www.mwe.com
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The Sequel – Breyer’s Concurrence
 “I

agree with JUSTICE STEVENS that a “general method of engaging in
business transactions” is not a patentable “process” within the meaning of 35
U. S. C. §101.” See Concurrence Page 1

 “I

write separately, however, in order to highlight the substantial agreement
among many Members of the Court on many of the fundamental issues of
patent law raised by this case
case.” See Concurrence Page 1

 Makes

–
–
–
–

four points

101 is not boundless
Machine or Transform is the clue to patentability
It has never been the sole test
“Useful, Concrete, and Tangible”
g
is not a determination of p
patentable

www.mwe.com
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The Conclusion
 Bilski’s

 The

 No

claims were directed to an abstract idea

“useful,, concrete and tangible”
g
rationale is long
gg
gone.

agreement on whether business methods should be eligible.

www.mwe.com
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Patentable Subject Matter After
Bilski v. Kappos
Erika H. Arner
August 11, 2010

So . . . what is an abstract idea?

37

Example of Abstract Idea
 Bilski v. Kappos
1. A method for managing
g g the consumption
p
risk costs of a commodity
y
sold by a commodity provider at a fixed price comprising the steps of:
(a) initiating a series of transactions between said commodity
provider and consumers of said commodity wherein said consumers
purchase said commodity at a fixed rate based upon historical averages,
said fixed rate corresponding to a risk position of said consumer;
(b) identifying market participants for said commodity having a
counter-risk position to said consumers; and
(c) initiating a series of transactions between said commodity
provider and said market participants at a second fixed rate such that
said series of market participant transactions balances the risk position
of said series of consumer transactions.

38

Example of Abstract Idea


In re Ferguson
1.

A method of marketing a product, comprising:
developing a shared marketing force, said shared marketing force
including at least marketing channels, which enable marketing
of a number of related products;
using
i said
id shared
h d marketing
k ti fforce tto market
k t a plurality
l lit off different
diff
t
products that are made by a plurality of different autonomous
producing company [sic], so that different autonomous
companies, having different ownerships, respectively produce
said related products;
obtaining a share of total profits from each of said plurality of
different autonomous producing companies in return for said
using; and
obtaining an exclusive right to market each of said plurality of
products in return for said using.
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Treatment Methods After Bilski
 Classen Immunotherapies, Inc. v. Biogen IDEC
1. A method of determining
g whether an immunization schedule affects the

incidence or severity of a chronic immune-mediated disorder in a
treatment group of mammals, relative to a control group of mammals,
which comprises:
immunizing mammals in the treatment group of mammals with one or more
doses of one or more immunogens, according to said immunization
schedule, and
comparing the incidence, prevalence, frequency or severity of said chronic
immune-mediated disorder or the level of a marker of such a disorder, in
the treatment group, with that in the control group.

40

Treatment Methods After Bilski
 Classen Immunotherapies, Inc. v. Biogen IDEC
– Federal Circuit: No machine-or-transformation so
unpatentable after BIlski
– Supreme Court: Granted certiorari, Vacated Federal
Circuit decision
decision, and Remanded to the Federal Circuit

41

Treatment Methods After Bilski
 Prometheus Labs., Inc. v. Mayo Collaborative
Servs. (Fed. Cir. 2009)
1. A method of optimizing therapeutic efficacy for treatment of an
immune-mediated gastrointestinal disorder, comprising:
(a) administering a drug providing 6-thioguanine to a subject having said
immune-mediated gastrointestinal disorder; and
(b) determining the level of 6-thioguanine in said subject having said
i
immune-mediated
di t d gastrointestinal
t i t ti l di
disorder,
d
wherein the level of 6-thioguanine less than about 230 pmol per 8x108
red blood cells indicates a need to increase the amount of said drug
subsequently administered to said subject and
wherein the level of 6-thioguanine greater than about 400 pmol per
8x108 red blood cells indicates a need to decrease the amount of said
drug subsequently administered to said subject.
42

Treatment Methods After Bilski
 Prometheus Labs., Inc. v. Mayo Collaborative
Servs.
– Federal Circuit: Patentable transformation
 “When administering a drug such as [those here], the human body
necessarily undergoes a transformation. The drugs do not pass through
the body untouched without affecting it.”
 Determining the levels of [metabolites] in a subject necessarily involves a
transformation, for those levels cannot be determined by mere
inspection.

– Supreme Court: Granted certiorari, Vacated Federal
Circuit decision, and Remanded to the Federal Circuit
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Business Methods After Bilski
 Fort Properties, Inc. v. American Master Lease,
LLC, (C.D. Cal. Jan. 22, 2009)
1. A method of creating a real estate investment instrument adapted for
performing tax-deferred exchanges comprising:
aggregating real property to form a real estate portfolio;
encumbering the property in the real estate portfolio with a master
agreement; and
creating a plurality of deedshares by dividing title in the real estate
portfolio into a plurality of tenant-in-common deeds of at least one
predetermined denomination, each of the plurality of deedshares
subject to a provision in the master agreement for reaggregating the
plurality of tenant-in-common
tenant in common deeds after a specified interval.
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Business Methods After Bilski
 Fort Properties (cont.)




District Court granted summary judgment of invalidity
under § 101 in light of Bilski
–

Claims involve only transformation or manipulation of legal
obligations
bli ti
and
d relationships
l ti
hi

–

Patentee admitted during prosecution that claimed method
need not be performed by a computer

–

Even if “creation” of deedshares is transformative, the
deedshares are not physical objects or substances

Appealed
A
l d tto F
Federal
d l Ci
Circuit;
it stayed
t
d pending
di S
Supreme
Court decision in Bilski
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Isolated Genes and Genetic Methods After Bilski
 Ass’n for Molecular Pathology, ACLU, et al. v.
USPTO,, Myriad
y
Genetics,, et al. (S.D.N.Y.
(
2008))
– 7 Myriad patents on methods to detect a gene that
predisposes people to breast and ovarian cancer
(BRCA1) and
d related
l t d iisolated
l t d DNA or RNA molecules
l
l
1. A method for detecting a germline alteration in a BRCA1 gene, said
alteration selected from the group consisting of the alterations set forth in
Tables 12A, 14, 18 or 19 in a human which comprises analyzing a sequence of
a BRCA1 gene or BRCA1 RNA from a human sample or analyzing a sequence
of BRCA1 cDNA made from mRNA from said human sample with the proviso
that said germline alteration is not a deletion of 4 nucleotides corresponding to
base numbers 4184-4187 of SEQ ID NO:1.
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Isolated Genes and Genetic Methods After Bilski
 Lawsuit challenging validity of patents
– Filed byy ACLU, doctors, researchers, cancer p
patients,
breast cancer research advocacy groups
– Defendants are Myriad Genetics, USPTO, University of
Utah Research Foundation (where inventions were
made)
– 10 Amicus curiae briefs filed to the District Court
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Isolated Genes and Genetic Methods After Bilski
 District Court: composition claims are invalid under
§ 101
– “Purification of a natural product, without more, cannot
transform it into patentable subject matter.”
– The purified product must possess “markedly different
characteristics” in order to satisfy § 101
– Isolated DNA is not markedly different from native DNA,
so it is not patent-eligible under § 101
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Isolated Genes and Genetic Methods After Bilski
 District Court: method claims are invalid under 101
– “Analyzing”
Analyzing and “comparing”
comparing BRCA genes is different from
“determining” metabolite levels in Prometheus
 “Analyzing” does not inherently require isolating and
sequencing DNA
– The claims do not cover any physical transformations
associated with isolating
g and sequencing
q
g DNA
 Doesn’t matter that claims cover analyzing a sequence
“from a human sample”

 Now on appeal to Federal Circuit
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Computer-Implemented Inventions After Bilski


CyberSource Corp. v. Retail Decisions, Inc. (N.D. Cal.
March 27, 2009)
2. A computer readable medium containing program instructions for
2
detecting fraud in a credit card transaction between a consumer and a
merchant over the Internet, wherein execution of the program
instructions by one or more processors of a computer system causes
the one or more processors to carry out the steps of:
obtaining credit card information relating to the transactions from
the consumer;
y g the credit card information based upon
p ...;
verifying
obtaining information about other transactions that have utilized an
Internet address that is identified with the credit card transaction;
constructing a map of credit card numbers based upon the other
t
transactions;
ti
and
d
utilizing the map of credit card numbers to determine if the credit
card transaction is valid.
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Computer-Implemented Inventions After Bilski


CyberSource cont.



District Court granted summary judgment of invalidity
under § 101 in light off Bilski



–

Both “computer readable medium” claim 2 and method claim
3 fail machine-or-transformation test

–

“Manipulation” is not the same as “transformation” required by
Bilski test

–

Reciting “over
over the Internet”
Internet is not a tie to a specific machine

–

Dismissed argument that In re Beauregard creates a special
“computer readable medium” claim exempt from machine-ortransformation test

Appealed to the Federal Circuit; stayed pending Supreme
Court decision in Bilski
51

Computer-Implemented Inventions After Bilski
 Every Penny Counts, Inc. v. Bank of America Corp. et al. (M.D. FL. May
27, 2009)
A system,
system comprising:
a network;
entry means … for entering into the network an amount being paid in
a transaction
t
ti by
b a payor;
identification entering means …for entering an identification of the
payor;
said network including computing means having data concerning the
payor including an excess determinant established by the payor for
the accounts;
said computing means … for determining an excess payment on the
basis of the determinant established by the payor, and
said computing means … for apportioning, at least a part of the
excess payment amount . . . .
52

Computer-Implemented Inventions After Bilski
 Every Penny Counts (cont.)
 District Court granted summary judgment of invalidity under
§ 101 in light of Bilski
– EPC did not argue transformation
– Claim is not tied to a particular machine
 “[I]t is beyond question that the patented process is not tied to a
particular computer or other device.”
 Machines for data input
input, output
output, calculations do not impose any
limit on the process itself
 Use of machine is “insignificant extra solution activity”

 Appealed to the Federal Circuit; stayed pending Supreme
Court decision in Bilski
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Computer-Implemented Inventions After Bilski


DealerTrack v. Huber et al. (C.D. Cal. July 7,
2009)
1
1.

A computer aided
id d method
h d off managing
i a credit
di application,
li i
the
h
method comprising the steps of:
receiving credit application data from a remote application entry
and
d di
display
l d
device;
i
selectively forwarding the credit application data to remote funding
source terminal devices;
forwarding funding decision data from at least one of the remote
funding source terminal devices to the remote application entry
and display device . . . ;
sending at least a portion of a credit application to more than one of
said remote funding sources sequentially until a finding source
returns a positive funding decision . . . .
54

Computer-Implemented Inventions After Bilski
 DealerTrack (cont.)
 District Court granted summary judgment of
invalidity under § 101 in light of Bilski
– DealerTrack did not argue
g transformation
– Claim is not tied to a particular machine
 Claimed devices were construed to cover “any device,
e.g., personall computer
t or dumb
d b tterminal”
i l”
 These are not particular machines; the patent does
not specify how the devices are specially programmed

55

Computer-Implemented Inventions After Bilski


Research Corp. Technologies v. Microsoft (D. Ariz. July
28, 2009)
1
1.



District Court: invalid under § 101 in light of Bilski
–
–



A method for the halftoning of gray scale images by utilizing a
pixel-by-pixel comparison of the image against a blue noise mask
in which the blue noise mask is comprised of a random nondeterministic, non-white
non white noise single valued function which is
designed to produce visually pleasing dot profiles when
thresholded at any level of said gray scale images.
Claims do not recite a particular machine; “comparison” could be
done with pencil and paper
N ttransformation
No
f
ti – no visual
i
ld
depiction
i ti or di
display
l required
i db
by
claim

Appealed to the Federal Circuit; argued June 9, 2010
56

Computer-Implemented Inventions After Bilski


RCT v. Microsoft (cont.)
29. Apparatus for the halftoning of color images comprising a
comparator for comparing
comparing, on a pixel
pixel-by-pixel
by pixel basis
basis, a plurality of
color planes of said color image against a blue noise mask in
which the blue noise mask is comprised of a random nondeterministic non-white
deterministic,
non white noise single valued function which is
designed to provide visually pleasing dot profiles when
thresholded at any level of said color images, wherein an output of
said comparator
p
is used to p
produce a halftoned image
g .



District Court: valid under § 101 in light of Bilski
–
–

Claims do not recite a particular machine; “apparatus” and “comparator”
do not require particular machines
But claims recite patent-eligible transformation of data – the color image is
processed to produce a “halftoned image”

57

Clues in past cases?


State Street Bank v. Signature Financial (Fed. Cir. 1998)
1.

A data processing system for managing a financial services
configuration of a portfolio established as a partnership,
partnership each
partner being one of a plurality of funds, comprising:
(a) computer processor means for processing data;
((b)) storage
g means for storing
g data on a storage
g medium;;
(c) first means for initializing the storage medium;
(d) second means for processing data regarding assets in the
portfolio and each of the funds from the previous day and data
regarding increases or decreases in each of the funds . . .
(e) third means for processing data regarding daily, incremental
income, expenses and net realized gain or loss . . .
(f) fourth means for processing data regarding daily net unrealized
gain or loss . . .; and
(g) fifth means for processing data regarding aggregate year-end
income . . . for the portfolio and each of the funds
funds.
58

Clues in past cases?


Arrhythmia Research v. Corazonix (Fed. Cir. 1992)
1.

A method for analyzing electrocardiograph signals to determine the
presence or absence
b
off a predetermined
d t
i d llevell off hi
high
h ffrequency
energy in the late QRS signal, comprising the steps of:
converting a series of QRS signals to time segments, each
segment having a digital value equivalent to the analog value of
said signals at said time;
applying a portion of said time segments in reverse time order to
high pass filter means;
determining an arithmetic value of the amplitude of the output of
said filter;; and
comparing said value with said predetermined level.

59

Clues in past cases?


In re Allapat (Fed. Cir. 1994)
15. A rasterizer for converting vector list data representing sample
magnitudes
it d off an input
i
t waveform
f
into
i t anti-aliased
ti li
d pixel
i l ill
illumination
i ti
intensity data to be displayed on a display means comprising:
(a) means for determining the vertical distance between the
endpoints of each of the vectors in the data list;
(b) means for determining the elevation of a row or pixels that is
spanned by the vector;
(c) means for normalizing the vertical distance and elevation; and
(d) means for outputting illumination intensity data as a
predetermined function of the normalized vertical distance and
elevations.

60

Clues in past cases?


AT&T v. Excel Communications (Fed. Cir. 1999)
1.

A method for use in a telecommunications system in which
i t
interexchange
h
calls
ll iinitiated
iti t d b
by each
h subscriber
b ib are automatically
t
ti ll
routed over the facilities of a particular one of a plurality of
interexchange carriers associated with that subscriber, the method
comprising the steps of:
generating a message record for an interexchange call between
an originating subscriber and a terminating subscriber
subscriber, and
including, in said message record, a primary interexchange carrier
(PIC) iindicator
di t h
having
i a value
l which
hi h iis a ffunction
ti off whether
h th or
not the interexchange carrier associated with said terminating
subscriber is a predetermined one of said interexchange
carriers
carriers.
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Thank you.
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Prosecution in a Post-Bilski World
Daniel Brownstone
August 11, 2010

The Way We Were


MPEP Chapter 2100
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Waiting for SCOTUS: Interim Guidelines


August 2009
•

“Interim Examination Instructions For Evaluating
Subject Matter Eligibility Under 35 U.S.C. § 101
101”
–Provided general § 101 guidance for all statutory

classes

>Is the claim directed to a statutory class?
>Does the claim pre-empt a law of nature or natural
phenomenon, or describe an abstract idea?

–Process
P
claims
l i
mustt pass MoT
M T test
t t
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Software Claims Under Interim Instructions


Adding “by
by a computer
computer” generally passed muster

A method for baking a cake, comprising:
selecting by a computer,
selecting,
computer a first amount of flour;
selecting, by the computer, a second amount of sugar;
determining, by the computer, an optimum heating time; and
configuring, by the computer, a timing device on an oven in
accordance with the determined optimum heating time.


The spirit of MoT?
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Bilski – The SCOTUS Edition


MoT is a test,
test but not the only test



No categorical business methods exclusion



Bilski’s claim is to an abstract idea



No definition of abstract idea



Invites the CAFC to come up with a narrower
test
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USPTO: More “Guidance”


July 2010
•

“Interim Guidance for Determining Subject
Matter Eligibility for Process Claims in View of
Bilski v. Kappos”
– August 2009 guidance remains valid for machine,

composition of matter,
matter and manufacture claims

– Process claims to be weighed according to positive

and negative factors to determine whether the claim
i merely
is
l to
t an abstract
b t
t idea…
id
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USPTO: Abstract Ideas




Positive Factors:
•

MoT

•

Practical application of law of nature

•

More than a mere statement of concept

Negative
g
Factors:
•

No MoT

•

Insufficient MoT

•

“Would monopolize a natural force of patent a scientific fact”

•

Merely a general concept (e.g., hedging, relationships, etc.)
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Drafting Claims After Bilski



Software claims
•

Try to comply with MoT

•

Establish real-world connections

•

Transform data that represents something in the
real world

•

“By
y a computer”
p
might
g not be enough
g in the long
g
term
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Drafting Claims after Bilski


Life Sciences
•

Impact of Bilski not catastrophic

•

Abstract
Ab
t
t ideas
id
nott as problematic
bl
ti as law-ofl
f
nature exception (e.g., LabCorp)
–Medical diagnostics,
g
, e.g.,
g , measuring
g levels of

biomarkers, likely okay
•

Data analysis claims should be drafted to comply
with MoT
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Drafting Claims After Bilski



Business Methods
•

N t a death
Not
d th knell
k ll

•

Limit claims to machine
implementations

•

If possible, show a
transformation, claim
transformative features
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Existing Patents after Bilski




Review Portfolios
•

Consider reissue for at-risk patents

•

State
St
t Street
St
t arguments
t ((useful,
f l concrete,
t
tangible result) in prosecution history are a red
flag

Litigation
•

Analyze asserted claims for Bilski issues

•

District courts recently more willing to consider
§ 101 validity
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